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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a framework for efficient and privacy-preserving outsourced calculation of rational numbers,

which we refer to as POCR. Using POCR, a user can securely outsource the storing and processing of rational numbers to a cloud

server without compromising the security of the (original) data and the computed results. We present the system architecture of POCR

and the associated toolkits required in the privacy preserving calculation of integers and rational numbers to ensure that commonly

used outsourced operations can be handled on-the-fly. We then prove that the proposed POCR achieves the goal of secure integer and

rational number calculation without resulting in privacy leakage to unauthorized parties, and demonstrate the utility and the efficiency of

POCR using simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE increase in the number and range of digital and
Internet-connected devices (e.g., Internet of Things

(IoT) and medical devices) as well as the growing size of
storage media have resulted in a significant increase in the
amount of data captured, stored and disseminated in elec-
tronic only form [1], [2]—this is also known as ‘big data’. A
survey by IDC and EMC [3], for example, predicted that the
size of digital data created, replicated and consumed will be
40,000 exabytes by 2020. A widely accepted definition of big
data is from Gartner, which defines it as “high-volume,
-velocity and -variety information assets that demand cost-
effective, innovative forms of information processing for
enhanced insight and decision making” [4].

Cloud computing has been identified as a potential solu-
tion to process and store big data, and is increasingly used
in domains such as Internet of Things [5], e-commerce [6],
and scientific research [7], [8], [9]. For example, in 2011, the
U.S Federal Government adopted a ‘Cloud First’ policy
which requires government agency’s Chief Information
Officers to implement a cloud-based service whenever
there was a secure, reliable, and cost-effective option [10],
[11]. A review of seven government agencies by the U.S.
Government Accountability Office in 2014 found that since

2012, “the total number of cloud computing services imple-
mented by the agencies increased by 80 services, from 21 to
101” and these “agencies collectively reported cost savings
of about $96 million from the implementation of 22 of the
101 cloud services” [12]. It is, therefore, unsurprising that
research labs, such as [13], [14], dedicated to cloud comput-
ing research have also been set up.

One application of cloud is IoT (or Cloud of Things)where
computationally limited devices, such as body sensors (used
to monitor patient’s heart rate, blood pressure and glucose
levels, etc), can send data to the cloud for processing. There
are known security and privacy concerns relating to the use
of cloud computing. In the body sensor example, it is impor-
tant to ensure the security and privacy of patient’s health
and other personally identifiable information (PII), such as
health status. The accuracy of the collected data is also cru-
cial in applications, such as healthcare. In healthcare, most
data (e.g., blood glucose, insulin, and C-peptide levels) are
non-integer (see the recent study involving 36,745 subjects
aged 4,069 in the Japan Public Health Center-based prospec-
tive study [15]). However, traditional cryptosystems are gen-
erally designed to protect only integer values. Therefore, this
will affect the accuracy of the data and consequently, deci-
sion making and in the worse case scenario, resulting in the
wrong diagnosis of a patient.

In this paper, we seek to address the above-mentioned
challenge by presenting a framework for efficient and
Privacy-preserving Outsourced Calculation for Rational
numbers (POCR). We regard the main contributions of this
paper to be three-fold, namely:

� Our proposed POCR is designed to allow users to
outsource their personal data (include both integer
and rational numbers) to cloud server for secure
storing and processing.

� We build a privacy-preserving outsourced calculation
toolkit for integer numbers. The toolkit consists of
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most commonly used elementary operations, such as
multiplication, division, comparison, sorting, equiva-
lence testing and greatest common divisor (GCD).

� We build a privacy-preserving outsourced calcula-
tion toolkit for rational numbers, and a secure reduc-
ing fraction protocol (SRF) designed to assist the
server in reducing the greatest common divisor from
both numerator and denominator in a privacy-
preserving way.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we describe the preliminaries required in the
understanding of our proposed POCR. In Section 3, we for-
malize the system model, as well as outlining the problem
statement and the attacker model. Then, we present the
PCTD and both privacy-preserving outsourced calculation
toolkits for integer and rational numbers in Sections 4 and
5, respectively. The security analysis and performance eval-
uation are respectively presented in Sections 6 and 7.
Related work is discussed in Section 8. Section 9 concludes
this paper.

2 PRELIMINARY

In this section, we outline the definitions of the Additive
Homomorphic Cryptosystem (AHC) and the Secure Bit-
Decomposition Protocol, which serve as the building blocks
of the proposed POCR. Table 1 lists the key notations used
throughout this paper. For ease of reading, if all ciphertexts
belong to a specific RU, say a, we will simply use ½x� instead
of ½x�pka .

2.1 Additive Homomorphic Cryptosystem

Suppose that ½m1� and ½m2� are two additive homomorphic
ciphertexts under the same public key pk in an additive
homomorphic cryptosystem. The additive homomorphic
cryptosystem (e.g., Paillier cryptosystem [16] and Benaloh
cryptosystem [17]) has the additive homomorphism
property:

Dskð½m1� � ½m2�Þ ¼ m1 þm2: (1)

2.2 Secure Bit-Decomposition Protocol (SBD)

Suppose that there are two parties in the protocol, Alice and
Bob. Bob holds the AHC encrypted value ½x�, where
0 � x < 2m and m is the domain size of x in bits. We also
remark that x is not known to both Alice and Bob. Let
ðx0; . . . ; xm�1Þ denote the binary representation of x, where
x0 and xm�1 are the least and most significant bits, respec-
tively. The goal of SBD is to convert the encryption of x into
the encryption of the individual bits of x, without disclosing
any information regarding x to both parties. More formally,
we define the SBD protocol as follows:

½x0�; . . . ; ½xm�1�
� � SBDð½x�Þ:

We refer the interested reader to [18] for the detailed con-
struction of the SBD protocol.

3 SYSTEM MODEL & PRIVACY REQUIREMENT

In this section, we formalize the POCR system model, out-
line the problem statement, and define the attack model.

3.1 System Model

In our system, we mainly focus on how a cloud server
responds to user requests in a privacy-preserving manner.
The system comprises a Key Generation Center (KGC), a
Cloud Platform (CP), Computation Service Providers
(CSPs), and Request Users (RUs) - see Fig. 1.

3.1.1 Key Generation Center

The trusted KGC is tasked with the distribution and man-
agement of private keys in the system.

3.1.2 Request Users

Generally, a RU will use its public key to encrypt some data,
before storing the encrypted data with a CP. The RU can
also request a CP to perform some calculations over the out-
sourced data.

3.1.3 Cloud Platform

A CP has ‘unlimited’ data storage space, and stores and
manages data outsourced from all registered RUs. A CP

TABLE 1
Notations Used

Notations Definition

pka/ ska Public-private key pair of RU a

skðiÞa Partially private keys

½x�pka Encrypted data x under pka

Dskað�Þ Decryption algorithm using ska
PDskðiÞ ð�Þ Partially decryption algorithm (PDec) using skðiÞ

jxj Bit length of x
gcdðx; yÞ Greatest common divisor between x and y
a � b Multiplication between a and b over cyclic group
RSM Revised secure multiplication protocol
SLT Secure less than protocol
SMMS Secure maximum and minimum sorting protocol
SEQ Secure equivalent testing protocol
SDIV Secure division protocol
SGCD Secure greatest common divisor protocol
SRF Secure reducing fraction protocol

Fig. 1. System model under consideration.
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also stores all intermediate and final results in encrypted
form. Furthermore, a CP is able to perform certain calcula-
tions over encrypted data.

3.1.4 Computation Service Providers

The CSPs provide online computation services to RUs. In
addition, CSPs are able to partially decrypt ciphertexts sent
by the CP, perform certain calculations over the partially
decrypted data, and then re-encrypt the calculated results.

3.2 Problem Statement

Consider a database T which contains b records
ð1 < i < bÞ, where xi is a rational number belonging to a
RU (e.g., insulin level). Data should be encrypted prior to
outsourcing to a CP for storage. The RU can launch a query
to the CP to obtain some statistic information about T at
will. For example, the RU can query for the mean,

�x ¼Pb
i¼1 xi=b, and the variance, dj ¼

Pb
i¼1ðxi � �xÞ2=b. As

xi is a rational number and needs to be encrypted during
the calculation, we have the following challenges:

1) Secure rational number storage: Traditional encryption
method can only encrypt the number over a finite field (pos-
itive integer number & zero (in an additive group)). There-
fore, we need to be able to store rational numbers without
compromising the privacy of the data owner (i.e., RU).

2) Secure integer operations: The encrypted integer calcula-
tion toolkit should be built first to support commonly used
operations. For example, integer number operations, such
as additions, multiplications and divisions over plaintext,
should be achievable by operating on these two encrypted
numbers.

3) Secure rational number processing: In order to support
outsourced rational number processing, the toolkit for
secure rational number calculations (e.g., comparison of
encrypted rational numbers) needs to be constructed. More-
over, as the plaintext size increases with the executing time
of the homomorphic operations, this may lead to an error in
the results (see Section 5.1 for the detailed analysis). There-
fore, some mechanisms should be designed to guarantee
the correctness of the results after homomorphic operations.

3.3 Attack Model

In our attack model, the KGC (a trusted entity) generates the
public keys and private keys for the system. On the other
hand, RUs, CP andCSPs are curious-but-honestparties,which
strictly follow the protocol. However, they are interested to
learn data belonging to other parties. Therefore, we introduce
an active adversary A� in our model. The goal of A� is to
decrypt the challenge RU’s ciphertext with the following
capabilities:

1) A� may eavesdrop all communication links to obtain
the encrypted data.

2) A� may compromise the CP in order to guess the
plaintext value of all ciphertexts outsourced from the chal-
lenge RU, and all ciphertexts sent from the CSP by execut-
ing an interactive protocol.

3) A� may compromise several CSPs to guess the plain-
text value of all ciphertexts sent from the CP by executing
an interactive protocol.

4) A� may compromise RUs,with the exception of the chal-
lenge RU, to get access to their decryption capabilities, and try
to guess all ciphertexts belonging to the challenge RU.

However, A� is restricted from compromising (1) both the
CSPs and the CP concurrently, and (2) the challenge RU. We
remark that such restrictions are typical in adversary models
used in cryptographic protocols (see the review of adversary
models in [19]).

4 CRYPTO PRIMITIVE AND PRIVACY PRESERVING

INTEGER CALCULATION TOOLKITS

4.1 Paillier Cryptosystem with Threshold
Decryption (PCTD)

In order to realize POCR, the Paillier-based cryptosystem [20]
appears to be a suitable solution for our system at first glance.
However, the RU is not able to directly send the private key to
the servers, and the server can use the private key to obtain
the corresponding user’s data squarely. Therefore, we adapt
the Paillier-based cryptosystem and separate a private key
into different shares to support ðk; nÞ threshold decryption
[21], [22]. This system is, thereafter, referred to as the Paillier
Cryptosystem with Threshold Decryption, which consists of
the following algorithms:

KeyGen. Let O be the security parameter and p; q be two
large prime numbers, where jpj ¼ jqj ¼ O. Due to the prop-
erty of the strong primes, we have two strong primes p0; q0,
s.t., p0 ¼ p�1

2 and q0 ¼ q�1
2 . We then compute N ¼ pq and

� ¼ lcmðp� 1; q � 1Þ=2, and choose a generator g of order
ðp� 1Þðq � 1Þ=2. To choose the generator, we first select a

random number a 2 Z�
N2 before computing g ¼ �a2N [23]

(for simplicity, we denote g ¼ 1þN). The public key is then
pk ¼ N , and the corresponding private key is sk ¼ �.

Encryption (Enc). Given a message m 2 ZN , we choose a
random number r 2 ZN . The ciphertext can be generated as

½m� ¼ gm � rN modN2 ¼ ð1þmNÞ � rN modN2:

Decryption (Dec). To decrypt ½m� using the decryption
algorithm Dskð�Þ and the corresponding private key sk ¼ �,
we need to compute

½m�� ¼ r�Nð1þmN�Þ modN2 ¼ ð1þmN�Þ:

Since gcdð�;NÞ ¼ 1,m can be recovered as:

m ¼ Lð½m�� modN2Þ��1 modN:1

Private Key Splitting (KeyS). choose. d, s.t., d � 0mod� and

d � 1modN2 hold at the same time.2 Define a polynomial

qðxÞ ¼ dþPk�1
i¼1 aix

i, where a1; . . . ; ak�1 are k� 1 random
numbers from Z�

�N2 . Let a1; . . . ;an 2 Z�
�N2 be n distinct non-

zero elements known to all the parties. Denote skðiÞ ¼ qðaiÞ
and send to party i.

Partially decryption (PDec). Once ½m� is received, with

partially private key skðiÞ ¼ qðaiÞ, the partially decrypted

ciphertext CT ðiÞ can be calculated as:

1. Define function LðxÞ as LðxÞ ¼ x�1
N .

2. Since gcdð�;N2Þ ¼ 1, according to the Chinese remainder theorem
[24], then d ¼ � � ð��1 modN2Þmod�N2.
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CT ðiÞ ¼ ½m�qðaiÞ modN2:

Threshold decryption (TDec). Once d (d 	 k) partially

decrypted ciphertexts CT ðt1Þ; . . . ; CT ðtdÞ are received, the
TDec algorithm can choose an arbitrary k-element subset
S,3, calculates

T 00 ¼
Y
l2S
ðCT ðlÞÞDl;Sð0Þ modN2;

andm ¼ LðT 00Þ, where Dl;SðxÞ ¼
Q

j2S;j 6¼l
x�aj
al�aj.

Ciphertext Refresh (CR). Once ½m� is received, the CR
algorithm can refresh the ciphertext without changing the
original message m, by randomly choosing r0 2 ZN and
calculating

½m�0 ¼ ½m� � r0N ¼ ðr � r0ÞNð1þmNÞ modN2: tu

Note that PCTD satisfies formula (1). Moreover, given
m 2 ZN , we have

½m�N�1 ¼ ð1þ ðN � 1Þm �NÞÞ � rN�1�N modN2

¼ ½�m�:

The KGC generates the private key sk and public key pk for
a RU, and randomly divides sk into n partially private keys

skð1Þ; . . . ; skðtcÞ before sending skð1Þ to the CP, and skðiÞ and
pk to CSPi ði ¼ 2; . . . ; tcÞ. The RU can encrypt data using pk
and outsource the ciphertexts to the CP for storage.

After introducing the underlying algorithms in PCTD, we
will now present the secure sub-protocols as the toolkits for
processing integers, namely: Revised Secure Multiplication
Protocol (RSM), Secure Less Than Protocol (SLT), Secure
Maximum and Minimum Sorting Protocol (SMMS), Secure
Equivalent Testing Protocol (SEQ), Secure Division Protocol
(SDIV) and Secure Greatest Common Divisor Protocol
(SGCD). We assume that a CP and tc � 1 ðtc > 1; k 	 2Þ
online CSPs (denote as CSP 2, CSP 3, . . ., CSP tc, respectively)
will be involved in these sub-protocols. One online CSP
(called CSPg) is chosen from these CSPs in order to handle
extra calculations. Note that the integers x; y involved in the
above sub-protocols can be positive, negative or zero unless
otherwise stated. Therefore, we should restrict x; y to be in
the range of ½�R1; R1�, where jR1j < jN j=4� 1.4 If we need a
larger plaintext range, we can simply use a largerN . A larger
N implies a broader plaintext range, and therefore, a higher
level of security. However, this will affect the efficiency of
the PCTD (See Fig. 2a).

4.2 Revised Secure Multiplication Protocol

As PCTD can only support additive homomorphism, we are
unable to achieve multiplication between the two plaintexts.
In order to allow plaintext multiplication, we revise the
original Secure Multiplication (SM) protocol [25], and pres-
ent the revised protocol, Revised Secure Multiplication

Protocol. When CP is given two encrypted data ½x� and ½y�
as input, RSMwill securely compute ½x � y�:

Step-1(@CP): CP selects two random numbers
rx; ry 2 ZN , calculates X ¼ ½x� � ½rx�, Y ¼ ½y� � ½ry�, X1 ¼
PDskð1Þ ðXÞ, and Y1 ¼ PDskð1Þ ðY Þ, and sends X and Y to all

online CSPs,X1 and Y1 to CSPg .
Step-2(@CSPi)

5: The online CSPi calculates

CT ðiÞx ¼ PDskðiÞ ð½x�Þ and CT ðiÞy ¼ PDskðiÞ ð½y�Þ; and sends

them to CSPg .
Step-3(@CSPg): Once the partially decrypted ciphertext is

received,CSPg uses TDec to decryptX and Y , and obtains x0

and y0, respectively. Then, CSPg calculates h ¼ x0 � y0,
encrypts h using pk (denoted asH ¼ ½h�), and sendsH to CP.
It can be easily verified that h ¼ ðxþ rxÞ ðyþ ryÞ.

Step-4(@CP): Once H is received, CP computes S1 ¼
½rx � ry�N�1, S2 ¼ ½x�N�ry and S3 ¼ ½y�N�rx . Then, CP uses the
following formula:

H � S1 � S2 � S3 ¼ ½h� ry � x� rx � y� rx � ry� ¼ ½x � y�:
Therefore, both CP & CSPs can jointly compute ½x � y�.

4.3 Secure Less than Protocol

Given two encrypted numbers ½x� and ½y�, the SLT protocol
will provide the encrypted data ½u��, which can be used to
determine the relationship between the plaintexts of the
two encrypted data (i.e., x < y or x 	 y). SLT is described
as follows:

Step-1(@CP): (1) CP computes

½x1� ¼ ½x�2 � ½1� ¼ ½2xþ 1�; ½y1� ¼ ½y�2 ¼ ½2y�:

(2) CP flips a coin s and chooses a random number
r 2 ZN . If s ¼ 1, then CP computes

½l� ¼ ð½x1� � ½y1�N�1Þr ¼ ½rðx1 � y1Þ�:
Otherwise, CP computes

½l� ¼ ð½y1� � ½x1�N�1Þr ¼ ½rðy1 � x1Þ�:

(3) Since CP knows skð1Þ, it can compute K ¼ PDskð1Þ ð½l�Þ,
prior to sending ½l� andK to all CSPs andCSPg , respectively.

Step-2(@CSPi): The online CSPi calculates

CT ðiÞ ¼ PDskðiÞ ð½l�Þ
and sends it to CSPg .

Step-3 (@CSPg): CSPwill execute TDec to obtain l. If jlj >
jNj=2, then CSPmarks u0 ¼ 1, and u0 ¼ 0 otherwise. CSP uses
the Enc algorithm to encrypt u0, and sends ½u0� back to CP.

Step-4 (@CP): Once ½u0� is received, CP computes as fol-
lows: if s ¼ 1, CP marks ½u�� ¼ CRð½u0�Þ, otherwise

½u�� ¼ ½1� � ½u0�N�1 ¼ ½1� u0�:

We remark that u� ¼ 0 indicates x 	 y, and u� ¼ 1 indi-
cates x < y.

3. Note that t1; . . . ; td are mutually disjoint numbers and belong to
f1; . . . ; ng. For 8l 2 S, we have l 2 ft1; . . . ; tdg

4. As the plaintext in PCTD ranges from ½0; N � 1� and is modular
N , ½N �R1; N� is used to represent the range ½�R1; 0�.

5. Note i ¼ 2; . . . ; tc, include g, i.e., for all online CSPs. It is same for
the following protocols unless otherwise specified.
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4.4 Secure Maximum and Minimum Sorting
Protocol

Given two encrypted numbers ½x� and ½y�, the SMMS protocol
will provide the encrypted sorting results ½A� and ½I�, s.t.,
A 	 I. SMMS is described as follows:

Step-1 (@CP): (1) CP computes

½x1� ¼ ½x�2 � ½1� ¼ ½2xþ 1�; ½y1� ¼ ½y�2 ¼ ½2y�:

(2) CP flips a coin s and chooses a random number
r; r�1; r

�
2 2 ZN . If s ¼ 1, then CP computes

½l1� ¼ ð½x1� � ½y1�N�1Þr ¼ ½rðx1 � y1Þ�;
½l2� ¼ ½y� � ½r�1� � ½x�N�1 ¼ ½y� xþ r�1�;
½l3� ¼ ½x� � ½r�2� � ½y�N�1 ¼ ½x� yþ r�2�:

If s ¼ 0, CP computes

½l1� ¼ ð½y1� � ½x1�N�1Þr ¼ ½rðy1 � x1Þ�;
½l2� ¼ ½x� � ½r�1� � ½y�N�1 ¼ ½x� yþ r�1�;
½l3� ¼ ½y� � ½r�2� � ½x�N�1 ¼ ½y� xþ r�2�:

(3) CP then uses skð1Þ to calculateK1 ¼ PDskð1Þ ð½l1�Þ, sends
theK1, ½l2� and ½l3� to CSPg , and sends ½l1� to all online CSPs.

Step-2(@CSPi): The online CSPi calculates

CT
ðiÞ
1 ¼ PDskðiÞ ð½l1�Þ

and sends it to CSPg .
Step-3 (@CSPg): CSPg will use TDec to obtain l1. If jl1j <

jNj=2, then CSPg marks u0 ¼ 0 and computes D1 ¼ ½0� and
D2 ¼ ½0�. Otherwise, CSPg marks u0 ¼ 1, uses CR to re-
randomize ½l2� and ½l3�, and denotes them as D1 and D2,
respectively. Moreover, CSPg uses pk to encrypt u0, and
sends ½u0�,D1 andD2 back to CP.

Step-4 (@CP): Once ½u0�; D1; D2 is received, CP computes
as follows:

If s ¼ 1, then CP calculates

½A� ¼ ½x� �D1 � ½u0�N�r
�
1 ; ½I� ¼ ½y� �D2 � ½u0�N�r

�
2 ;

otherwise (s ¼ 0), CP computes

½A� ¼ ½y� �D1 � ½u0�N�r
�
1 ; ½I� ¼ ½x� �D2 � ½u0�N�r

�
2 :

Rationale for transformations in SLT and SMMS . In Step-1
(1), both original data x and y need to be transformed into
x1 and y1, in order to avoid revealing an equivalence rela-
tionship with CSPs. For example, if x ¼ y ¼ 5, then
½rðx� yÞ� ¼ ½0� will be sent to CSPs for decryption. The
CSPg can easily determine x ¼ y if the decryption result is
equal to 0. Therefore, to avoid such a situation, we will use
the transformation and obtain x1 ¼ 11, y1 ¼ 10, where
x1 6¼ y1.

4.5 Secure Equivalent Testing Protocol

Given two encrypted data ½x� and ½y�, SEQ will provide the
encrypted result ½f � to determine whether the plaintext of

the two encrypted data are equivalent (i.e., x ¼? y). SEQ is
described as follows:

(1) Both CP and CSP jointly calculate

½u1�  SLTð½x�; ½y�Þ; ½u2�  SLTð½y�; ½x�Þ;
½f�1 �  RSMð½1� � ½u1�N�1; ½u2�Þ;
½f�2 �  RSMð½u1�; ½1� � ½u2�N�1Þ:

(2) CP calculates and outputs:

½f � ¼ ½u1 
 u2� ¼ ½f�1 � � ½f�2 �:

If f ¼ 0, then x ¼ y; otherwise, x 6¼ y.

4.6 Secure Division Protocol

Given an encrypted numerator ½y� and an encrypted
denominator ½x�,6 SDIV will provide the encrypted quo-
tient ½q� and encrypted remainder ½r�, without compromis-
ing the privacy of data, s.t., y ¼ q � xþ r ðy 	 x 	 0Þ. SDIV
is explained in Algorithm 1, and a brief description is
given below.

Algorithm 1. Secure Division Protocol

Input: Encrypted numerator ½y� and encrypted
denominator ½x�.

Output: Encrypted quotient ½q� and encrypted remainder ½r�.
1 Both CP and CSP jointly calculate ½f �  SEQð½x�; ½0�Þ;
2 CP calculates ½1� � ½f �N�1 ¼ ½1� f �;
3 Then, both CP and CSP jointly calculate ½f � x�  RSMð½f�; ½x�Þ
and ½y0� ¼ ½f � y�  RSMð½f �; ½y�Þ;

4 CP calculates

½x0� ¼ ½f � xþ ð1� fÞ � 1� ¼ ½f � x� � ½1� f �;

5 Both CP and CSP jointly execute SBD, s.t., ½ym�1�; . . . ; ½y0�
� �

 SBDð½y0�Þ and mark ð½qm�1�; . . . ; ½q0�Þ ¼ ð½ym�1�; . . . ; ½y0�Þ.;
6 CP also initializes

ð½am�1�; . . . ; ½a0�Þ ¼ ð½0�; . . . ; ½0�|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
m�elements

Þ;

7 for executing m times do
8 denote ½ai�  ½ai�1� (for i ¼ m to 1); then denote
½a0�  ½qm�1�; finally, denote ½qi�  ½qi�1�(for i ¼ m to 1);

9 calculate ½A� ¼ ½a0� � ½a1�2 � � � ½am�1�2
m�1

;
10 calculate ½Q�  SLTð½A�; ½x0�Þ;
11 calculate ½q0� ¼ ½1� � ½Q�N�1 ¼ ½1�Q�;
12 execute ½B�  RSMð½x0�N�1; ½q0�Þ;
13 calculate ½A�  ½A� � ½B� and then execute the SBD protocol

as:

½am�1�; . . . ½a0�
� � SBDð½A�Þ;

14 Finally, calculate

½r� ¼ ½a0� � ½a1�2 � � � ½am�1�2
m�1

; ½q� ¼ ½q0� � ½q1�2 � � � ½qm�1�2
m�1

:

In the event that the value of the denominator is 0, we
will mark x ¼ 1 and y ¼ 0 (lines 1-4) as we cannot simply

6. For efficiency, we can simply restrict the ranges of x and y to be
within ½0;m�, where m� R1. For example, if jNj ¼ 1024, then we can
choose jmj ¼ 35 which satisfies an overwhelming majority of applica-
tion demands. In other words, m is the domain size of the plaintext in
bits.
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abort SDIV. Otherwise, CP will know that x ¼ 0 once SDIV

is aborted. We will now use SBD to expand ½y0� into
encrypted bits, denoted as ð½qm�1�; . . . ; ½q0�Þ (line 5). Also, we
use ð½0�; . . . ; ½0�Þ to initialize ð½am�1�; . . . ; ½a0�Þ (line 6). Next,
the following procedure will be executed m-times: move
½am�1�; . . . ½a0�; ½qm�1�; . . . ; ½q0� by one position to the left (i.e.,
mark ½ai� ¼ ½ai�1� for i ¼ m� 1 to 1). Then, mark ½a0� ¼
½qm�1�, and ½qi� ¼ ½qi�1� for i ¼ m� 1 to 1 (line 8). CP will now
calculate ½am�1�; . . . ; ½a0� and convert from binary to integer
½A� before comparing A with x0 using SLT. If A < x0, then
SDIV will mark q0 ¼ 0; otherwise, SDIV will mark q0 ¼ 1
and compute A ¼ A� x0 (lines 9-13).

After calculating m times, the remainder r is the integer
value of ðam�1; . . . ; a0Þ while the quotient q is the integer
value of ðqm�1; . . . ; q0Þ.

4.7 Secure Greatest Common Divisor Protocol

Given two encrypted numbers ½x� and ½y� (x > 0; y > 0),7

the SGCD protocol will provide the encrypted greatest com-
mon divisor ½C�, without compromising the privacy of data.
The SGCD is explained in Algorithm 2, and a brief descrip-
tion is given below.

Algorithm 2. Secure Greatest Common Divisor Protocol

Input: two encrypted numbers ½x� and ½y�.
Output: the encrypted greatest common divisor ½C�.
1 Both CP and CSP jointly execute SMMS, s.t., ð½y0�; ½x0�Þ  

SMMSð½x�; ½y�Þ;
2 for i ¼ 1 to m do
3 calculate ð½qi�; ½ri�Þ  SDIVð½y0�; ½x0�Þ;
4 denote ½y0�  ½x0� and ½x0�  ½ri�;
5 denote ½r0�  ½q1�;
6 for i ¼ 0 to m do
7 calculate ½ui�  SEQð½ri�; ½0�Þ;
8 for i ¼ 1 to m do
9 execute ½f�i�1;i�  RSMð½1� � ½ui�1�N�1; ½ui�Þ;
10 execute ½f�i;i�1�  RSMð½ui�1�; ½1� � ½ui�N�1Þ ;
11 calculate ½fi�1;i� ¼ ½ui�1 
 ui� ¼ ½f�i;i�1� � ½f�i�1;i�;
12

½Ci�  RSMð½ri�1�; ½fi�1;i�Þ;

13 calculate and return ½C� ¼Qm
j¼1½Ci�:

Prior to calculating the greatest common divisor, CP
needs to determine which of the two plaintext values (i.e., ½x�
and ½y�) is larger, as the larger value will be chosen as the
numerator and the smaller value as the denominator to run
SDIV (line 1). Next, in order to calculate GCD privately, we
revisit the euclidean algorithm: the GCD of two numbers
does not change if the larger number is substituted with
the difference between the two numbers. Since this substitu-
tion reduces the larger of the two numbers, repeating this
process gives successively smaller pairs of numbers until
one of the two numbers reaches zero. However, we are not
able to directly use the euclidean algorithm as it is, without
leaking information since the adversary will know how
many protocol rounds have been executed (e.g., the

adversary can know the two integers are co-prime since only
two rounds of calculation are made). Therefore, we will run
the euclidean algorithm for fixed m rounds (related to the
domain size of the integer). Unfortunately, the denominator
will be equal to zero if the number of calculation rounds is
fixed. This issue has been resolved by SDIV (as explained in
Section 4.6). After running the fixed calculation rounds, CP
obtains mþ 1 encrypted remainder. The GCD is the last non-
zero remainder. We just need to determine the position of
the first zero value remainder, and use the zero remainder to
find the GCD. The idea is easy to follow: we denote the non-
zero remainder as 1 and the zero remainder as 0 (lines 6-7).
We use the XOR operations to find the position of the last
non-zero remainder (lines 9-11)—seeAlgorithm 2.

5 TOOLKITS FOR PRIVACY PRESERVING

CALCULATION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

If a RU wants to outsource the rational numbers to the
CP for storage, then the following challenges need to be
solved, namely: 1) encrypt the rational numbers before
outsourcing; 2) allow some calculations over two
encrypted rational numbers; and 3) guarantee the cor-
rectness of the results after fixed rounds of homomor-
phic operations.

As any rational number x can be presented using x"=x#,
the first challenge can be easily solved by encrypting the

numerator x" and denominator x#, and storing ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ.
For example, �0:25 can be represented as �1=4 ¼ x"=x#.
Using the PCTD scheme, we encrypt x" and x# as

½x"� ¼ ½1�N�1 ¼ ½�1� and ½x#� ¼ ½4�. After that, ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ is
outsourced to the CP.

To solve the second challenge, we introduce the
encrypted rational numbers operations. However, we
need to restrict x" to be in the range of ½�R2; R2� while x#

to be ð0; R2� in the following operations, where
jR2j < jN j=8� 1.8

5.1 Encrypted Rational Number Calculation

In order to achieve encrypted rational number calculation,
we provide the construction of the following seven
operations.

Encrypted Rational Number Addition Operation. Given two
encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ and ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ, the

calculated rational addition result is ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ, where

½k1�  RSMð½x"�; ½y#�Þ; ½k2�  RSMð½x#�; ½y"�Þ;
½z"� ¼ ½k1� � ½k2�; ½z#�  RSMð½x#�; ½y#�Þ:

In other words,

ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ  ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ(ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ:

Encrypted Rational Number Minus Operation. Given two
encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ and ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ, the

calculated rational minus result is ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ, where

7. Mathematically, we only consider the greatest common divisor
between both positive integers.

8. For efficiency, we can simply restrict the range of the numerator
to be within ½�m;m� and the denominator to be within ð0;m�, where
m� R2.
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½k1�  RSMð½x"�; ½y#�Þ; ½k2�  RSMð½x#�; ½y"�Þ;

½z"� ¼ ½k1� � ½k2�N�1; ½z#�  RSMð½x#�; ½y#�Þ:

Encrypted Rational Number Multiplication Operation. Given
two encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ and ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ,
the rational number multiplication result is ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ, where

½z"�  RSMð½x"�; ½y"�Þ; ½z#�  RSMð½x#�; ½y#�Þ:
In other words,

ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ  ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ)ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ:

Encrypted Rational Number Division Operation. Given two
encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ and ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ, the

rational number division result is ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ, where

½z"�  RSMð½x"�; ½y#�Þ; ½z#�  RSMð½x#�; ½y"�Þ:
In other words,

ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ  ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ> ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ:

Encrypted Rational Scalar-Multiplication Operation. Given
an encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ, the calculated

result is ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ, where

ð½z"�; ½z#�Þ ¼ ð½x"�k; ½x#�kÞ ¼ ð½kx"�; ½kx#�Þ:
Specifically, note that

ð½z"�; ½z#� ¼ ð½x"�N�1; ½x#�N�1Þ ¼ ð½�x"�; ½�x#�Þ:

Encrypted Rational Number Comparison Operation. given
two encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ and ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ,
the encrypted comparison result is ½u�, where

½k1�  RSMð½x"�; ½y#�Þ; ½k2�  RSMð½y"�; ½x#�Þ;
½u�  SLTð½k1�; ½k2�Þ:

If u ¼ 0, indicates x 	 y, and u ¼ 1 indicates x < y.
Encrypted Rational Number Equivalent Testing Operation.

Given two encrypted rational numbers ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ and

ð½y"�; ½y#�Þ, the equivalent testing result can be stored and
denoted as an encrypted data ½u�, where

½k1�  RSMð½x"�; ½y#�Þ; ½k2�  RSMð½y"�; ½x#�Þ;
½u�  SEQð½k1�; ½k2�Þ:

If u ¼ 0, then indicates x ¼ y; otherwise, x 6¼ y.
Example 1. Encrypted data, ð½4"�; ½15#�Þ and ð½3"�; ½20#�Þ,

are stored with the CP. If a RU wants to perform the rational
number addition operations, CP & CSPs calculates:

ð½125"�; ½300#�Þ  ð½4"�; ½15#�Þ(ð½3"�; ½20#�Þ:

If the RU wants to perform the rational number multipli-
cation operations, then CP & CSPs calculates:

ð½12"�; ½300#�Þ  ð½4"�; ½15#�Þ)ð½3"�; ½20#�Þ:

If the RU wants to perform the rational number division
operations, then CP & CSPs calculates:

ð½80"�; ½45#�Þ  ð½4"�; ½15#�Þ> ð½3"�; ½20#�Þ:

As the results are not always in the simplest form, the
plaintext length will increase with the number of the
homomorphic operations. Suppose there are two t-bits
length elements x1 and x2 ðt� jNjÞ, the homomorphic
addition will obtain the tþ 1-bit (or t-bit) length number
x1 þ x1. If the homomorphic multiplication is executed,
we will obtain 2t-bit (or 2t� 1-bit) x1x2 outputs. If too
many homomorphic multiplications are involved, the
length of the plaintext will easily be greater than jNj and
cause an error (the plaintext will modular N). For our
rational number operations, the plaintext length of the
numerator and denominator increases with the number
of the homomorphic operations. However, the calculated
numerator and denominator may exist some common
divisors (in Example 1, 25 is the GCD between 125 and
300, while 12 is the GCD between 12 and 300, and 5 is the
GCD between 80 and 45). Without taking any action, the
middle results cannot be used after some fixed opera-
tions. In order to guarantee the correctness of the results,
we should find the GCD between the numerator and
denominator, and securely reduce the GCD from both
numerator and denominator—see Section 5.2.

5.2 Secure Reducing Fraction Protocol

As too many homomorphic operations will result in an
error, the Secure Reducing Fraction Protocol is designed
to reduce the GCD from both numerator and denomina-
tor, in order to guarantee the correctness of the results.
Given ð½x"�; ½x#�Þ, SRF will output ð½x"3�; ½x#3�Þ, s.t.,

x"=x# ¼ x"3=x
#
3, and x"3 and x#3 has no common divisor. At

first glance, it appears we can directly use SGCD to
obtain the GCD, and then use SDIV to divide the GCD
from numerator and denominator to get the simplest
form. However, as we use N �R to represent �R, an

error will occur. For example, let N ¼ 23, x" ¼ �5 and

x# ¼ 15. Using PCTD, x" ¼ �5 is stored as x" ¼ 18. The
direct calculation will result in an erroneous value of 6=5

(stored as ½6"�; ½5#�), when the real value is �1=5 (stored

as ½17"�; ½5#�).
In order to guarantee the correctness, we introduce the

following to handle the negative numbers: if x" is a positive

value (i.e., jx"j < jNj=2), then the value will not change. If

x" is a negative value (i.e., jx"j > jNj=2), then the value will

be replaced with �x". Then, the protocol uses SGCD to

obtain GCD, and then use SDIV to reduce x" and x# to

obtain x"2 and x#3. If the original x" is a positive value, then

the reduced value of x"2 will not be changed. If the original

x" is a negative value, then the final result will be �x"2. The
specific construction of SRF is as follows:

Step-1(@CP): The CP flips a coin s, chooses a random

number r, s.t., jrj < 3jN j=8, and calculates ½l� ¼ ð½x"�2 � ½1�Þr ¼
½rð2x" þ 1Þ� if s ¼ 1, and ½l� ¼ ð½x"�2 � ½1�ÞN�r ¼ ½�rð2x" þ 1Þ�
if s ¼ 0. The CP then calculates K ¼ PDskð1Þ ð½l�Þ, sends K to

the CSPg , and sends ½l� to CSPi.
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Step-2(@CSPi): The CSPi calculates

CT ðiÞ ¼ PDskðiÞ ð½l�Þ;

and sends it to CSPg .
Step-3(@CSPg): The CSPg runs TDec to obtain l. If

jlj < jNj=2, mark u ¼ 1; otherwise, u ¼ �1. Then, u is
encrypted (i.e., ½u�) and sent to CP.

Step-4: (1) If s ¼ 1, then CP calculates ½x"1�  RSMð½x"�;
½u�Þ; otherwise, ½x"1�  RSMð½x"�; ½u�N�1Þ:

(2) Both CP and CSP jointly run

½C�  SGCDð½x"1�; ½x#�Þ; ð½Q2�; ½x"2�Þ  SDIVð½x"1�; ½C�Þ;

ð½Q3�; ½x#3�Þ  SDIVð½x#�; ½C�Þ:

(3) If s ¼ 1, then CP calculates ½x"3�  RSMð½x"2�; ½u�Þ; other-
wise ½x#3�  RSMð½x#2�; ½u�N�1Þ.

The protocol finally outputs ð½x"3�; ½x#3�Þ.
Example 2. Here, we give an example to demonstrate the

correctness of SRF. Suppose N ¼ 23, x" ¼ �5 and x# ¼ 15.

Thus, CP stores the value as ð½18"�; ½15#�Þ. First, we should

transform ð½5"�; ½15#�Þ using Step-1 to Step-3(1). The SGCD is

then executed to generate the GCD ½5"�. Then, SDIV is used

to obtain ½1"� and ½5#�. Finally, CP will transfer the finial

result as (½22"�; ½5#�).
The Necessity of CSPs. Since PCTD (or other partially

homomorphic cryptosystem) is used, we will need to use
CSPs as auxiliary servers to perform plaintext multiplica-
tion, as CP is not able to perform both addition and multi-
plication homomorphic calculations over encrypted data at
the same time (unlike, a fully homomorphic cryptosystem).
Unfortunately, existing fully homomorphic cryptosystem is
rather inefficient, in term of computation and storage [26],
[27]. In the near future, if an efficient fully homomorphic
cryptosystem exists, we can remove CSPs from the system
which will also result in a more elegant system.

The Extension to Handle Real Number. In our system, we
use the nearest rational number to simulate the real number,
at the cost of some accuracy. For example, if we want to
store

ffiffiffi
2
p

, we can just use 1:414 (707500) to represent. If we want

a higher level of accuracy, we can use 1:41421 (141421100000) to rep-

resent
ffiffiffi
2
p

. In other words, a higher level of accuracy will
require a longer plaintext length.

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of the basic encryp-
tion primitive and the sub-protocols, before demonstrating
the security of our POCR framework.

6.1 Analysis of PCTD

6.1.1 The Correctness of Threshold Decryption

The correctness of TDec can be verified as follows:

T 00 ¼
Y
l2S
ðCT ðlÞÞDl;Sð0Þ modN2 ¼ ½m�

P
l2S qðaiÞDl;Sð0Þ

¼ ðð1þmNÞrNÞd modN2 ¼ 1þmN:

Then, we can calculate LðT 00Þ ¼ T 00�1
N ¼ m.

6.1.2 Security of PCTD

The security of PCTD is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The PCTD scheme described in Section 4.1 is seman-
tically secure, based on the assumed intractability of the
Partially Discrete Logarithm (PDL) problem.

Proof. The security of PCTD can be divided into two parts: 1)
the privacy of ciphertext; 2) the privacy of divided pri-
vate key.

The privacy of PCTD ciphertext follows directly from
that of the Paillier cryptosystem, which has been proven
to be semantically secure in the standard model assum-
ing the intractability of the PDL problem [20] (the hard-
ness of PDL problem can be found in [20]).

The privacy of divided private key is guaranteed by
Shamir secret sharing scheme [28], [29] which is-
information-theoretic secure. The RU’s private key sk is
split into n shares in a way that any less than k shares
cannot recover the original sk. It further implies that the
adversary cannot cover the original plaintext with less
than k shares of partially decrypted ciphertexts. tu

6.2 The Security of Sub-Protocols

Here we recall the security model for securely realizing an
ideal functionality in the presence of non-colluding semi-
honest adversaries. For simplicity, the challenge RU (a.k.a.
“DR”), and both CP (a.k.a. “SP”), CSPi (a.k.a.“Si”, i 6¼ g),
and CSPg (a.k.a. “Sg”), are involved in specific scenario of
our functionality. We refer the reader to [30], [31] for the
general case definitions.

Theorem 2. The RSM protocol described in Section 4.2 can
securely compute multiplication over ciphertext in the presence
of semi-honest (non-colluding) adversaries A ¼ ðADR

;AP ;
ASi ;ASg Þ.

Proof. We only provide a proof to show how to construct
the independent simulators SimDR

;SimSP ;SimSi ;SimSg .
SimDR

receives x and y as input and then simulates
ADR

as follows: it generates encryption ½x� ¼ EncðxÞ of x
and encryption ½y� ¼ EncðyÞ of y. Finally, it returns ½x�
and ½y� to ADR

and outputs ADR
’s entire view.

The view of ADR
consists of the encrypted data. The

views of ADR
in the real and the ideal executions are

indistinguishable due to the semantic security of PCTD.
SimSP simulatesASP as follows: First, it generates (ficti-

tious) encryption of the inputs ½x̂� and ½ŷ� by running Encð�Þ
on randomly chosen x̂; ŷ, randomly generates ri 2 ZN , cal-

culates X̂ and Ŷ , and then calculates X̂1 and Ŷ1 using

PDecð�Þ.SimSP sends the encryption X̂; Ŷ ; X̂1; Ŷ1 toADP
. If

ADP
replieswith?, thenSimSP returns?.

The view of ASP consists of the encrypted data it cre-
ates. In both the real and the ideal executions, he receives

the output encryptions X̂; Ŷ ; X̂1; Ŷ1. In the real world,
this is guaranteed by the fact that the RU is honest and
the semantic security of PCTD. The views of ASP in the

real and the ideal executions are indistinguishable.
SimSi simulates ASi as follows: it randomly chooses x00

and y00, uses the Encð�Þ to obtain ½x00� and ½y00�, uses PDec

to generate CT
ðiÞ
x00 and CT

ðiÞ
y00 , and then sends these
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partially decrypted ciphertext to ASi . If ASi replies with

?, then SimSi returns ?.
The view of ASi consists of the encrypted data it cre-

ates. In both the real and the ideal executions, he receives

the output encryptions CT
ðiÞ
x00 and CT

ðiÞ
y00 . In the real world,

it is guaranteed by the semantic security of PCTD. The
views of ASg in the real and the ideal executions are

indistinguishable.
SimSg simulatesASg as follows: it randomly chooses ĥ,

uses the Encð�Þ to obtain ½ĥ�, and then sends the encryp-
tions to ADg . If ADg replies with ?, then SimSg returns ?.

The view of ASg consists of the encrypted data it
creates. In both the real and the ideal executions, he

receives the output encryption ½ĥ�. In the real world, it
is guaranteed by the semantic security of PCTD. The
views of ASg in the real and the ideal executions are

indistinguishable. tu
The security proof of SLT and SMMS protocols are similar

to that of RSM protocol under the semi-honest (non-
colluding) adversaries A ¼ ðADR

;AP ;ASi ;ASg Þ. In the fol-
lowing section, we prove the security of SEQ.

Theorem 3. The SEQ protocol described in Section 4.5 is to
securely evaluate the equivalence of plaintext over ciphertext
in the presence of semi-honest (non-colluding) adversaries
A ¼ ðADR

;AP ;ASi ;ASg Þ.
Proof. We now demonstrate how to construct three inde-

pendent simulators SimDR
;SimSP ;SimSi ;SimSg .

SimDR
receives x and y as input and simulates ADR

as
follows: it generates encryption ½x� ¼ EncðxÞ of x and
encryption ½y� ¼ EncðyÞ of y. Finally, it returns ½x� and ½y�
to ADR

and outputs ADR
’s entire view.

The view of ADR
consists of the encrypted data. The

views of ADR
in the real and the ideal executions are

indistinguishable due to the semantic security of PCTD.
SimSP simulates ASP as follows: First, it generates (fic-

titious) encryption of the inputs ½x̂� and ½ŷ� by running
Encð�Þ on randomly chosen x̂; ŷ, Then, we use the ½x̂� and
½ŷ� as the inputs of Sim

ðSLTÞ
SP
ð�; �Þ and use ½ŷ� and ½x̂� as the

inputs of Sim
ðSLTÞ
SP
ð�; �Þ, and generate ½û1� and ½û2�, respec-

tively. Then, it calculates ½1� � ½û1�N�1 and ½1� � ½û2�N�1, uses
½1� � ½û1�N�1 and ½û2� as the inputs of SimðRSMÞSP

ð�; �Þ, uses ½û1�
and ½1� � ½û2�N�1 as the inputs of Sim

ðRSMÞ
SP
ð�; �Þ, and gener-

ates ½f̂�1 � and ½f̂�2 �, respectively. Finally, it calculates

½f̂ � ¼ ½f̂�1 � � ½f̂�2 �, sends the encryption ½û1�; ½û2�; ½f̂�1 �; ½f̂�2 �; ½f̂�
toASP . IfASP replies with?, thenSimSP returns?.

SimSi and SimSg is analogous to SimSP . tu
The security proofs of SDIV, SGCD and SRF are similar to

that of the SEQ under the semi-honest (non-colluding)

adversaries A ¼ ðADR
;AP ;ASi ;ASg Þ. For the encrypted

rational number calculations, the security relies on the basic
integer calculation, which has been proven. Next, we will
illustrate our POCR is secure under an active adversary A�
defined in Section 3.3.

6.3 Security of POCR

If A� eavesdrops on the transmission between the challenge
RU and the CP, then the original encrypted data and the final
results will be obtained by A�. Moreover, ciphertext results
(obtained by executing RSM, SLT, SMMS, SEQ, SDIV, SGCD
and SRF) transmitted between CP and CSP may also be
made available to A� due to the eavesdropping. However,
these data are encrypted during transmission. Therefore, A�
will not be able to decrypt the ciphertext without knowing
the challenge RU’s private key due to the semantic security
of the PCTD. Next, suppose A� has compromised the CSPs
(or CP) to obtain the challenge RU’s partially private key.
However,A� is unable to recover the challenge RU’s private
key to decrypt the ciphertext, as the private key is randomly
split by executingKeyS algorithm of PCTD. Even more than
k CSPs are compromised,A� is unable to obtain useful infor-
mation as our protocols use the known technique of
“blinding” the plaintext [32]: given an encryption of a mes-
sage, we use the additively homomorphic property of the
PCTD cryptosystem to add a random message to it. There-
fore, original plaintext is “blinded”. In the event that A� gets
hold of private keys belonging to other RUs (i.e., not the chal-
lenge RU), A� is still unable to decrypt the challenge RU’s
ciphertext due to the unrelated property of different RU’s
private keys in our system (recall private keys in the system
are selected randomly and independently).

7 EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of POCR.

7.1 Experiment Analysis

The computation cost and communication overhead of the
proposed POCR were evaluated using a custom simulator
built in Java, and the experiments were performed on a per-
sonal computer (PC) with 3.6 GHz eight-core processor and
12 GB RAMmemory.

7.1.1 Basic Crypto Primitive & Protocols’ Performance

We evaluated the performance of basic cryptographic primi-
tive and toolkits for both integer number and rational number
on our PC testbed. We denoted N as 1024 bits to achieve 80-
bit security levels [33], k ¼ 2 and n ¼ 2.We then used a smart-
phone with eight-core processor (4�Cortex-A17 + 4�Cortex-
A7) and 2 GB RAM memory to evaluate the performance of
the basic crypto primitive – see Table 2. The evaluations dem-
onstrated that the algorithms in PCTD are suitable for both

TABLE 2
The Performance of PCTD (1000-Time on Average, 80-bit Security Level, Threshold (2,2))

Algorithm Enc PDec TDec CR Dec

PC Run Time 8.235 ms 22.622 ms 0.437 ms 7.379 ms 8.221 ms
Smartphone Run Time 45.096 ms 130.233 ms 3.496 ms 45.700 ms 48.016 ms
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PC and smartphone environments. Note that the toolkits for
both integer number and rational numbers are constructed
for outsourced computation; therefore, they were only evalu-
ated in the PC testbed—see Tables 3 and 4.

7.1.2 Factors Affecting Protocols’ Performance

For PCTD, the length of N will affect the running time of
the proposed cryptosystem. From Fig. 2a, we observe that
both the run time and the communication overhead of
the basic algorithms increase with N . This is because the
run time of the basic operations (modular multiplication
and exponential) increases as N increases, and conse-
quently, more bits need to be transmitted. For the toolkits
of integer protocols, two factors will affect the perfor-
mance, namely: i) the length of N (for all the protocols),
and ii) the domain size of the plaintext (for SBD, SDIV,
SGCD, and SRF). From Figs. 2b-2d, we observe that both
computational and communication costs of all the proto-
cols increase with N , as the protocols rely on the basic
PCTD and basic operations. From Figs. 2e-2j, we observe
that SBD, and the computational cost and the communica-
tion overhead in SDIV, SGCD, SRF increase with the
plaintext bit length. It is due to the increase in encrypted
data which consumes more computation and communica-
tion resources. From Figs. 2k-2p, we observe that the
computational cost and the communication overhead of
rational number operations increase with N , and the rea-
son is similar to that of the integer number calculations.

Optimization of computational speed. We can adopt the fol-
lowing methods to reduce the runtime of the protocols, and
consequently, improve the overall efficiency: 1) Parallel pro-
tocol executions: several protocol steps can be executed in
parallel. For example, ½z"� and ½z#� in DIV(R) can be executed
simultaneously; 2) A smaller m: SBD, SDIV, SGCD, and SRF

will benefit from fewer loops with a smaller m, which will
result in increased execution speed. However, this will lead
to a smaller plaintext domain; 3) A smaller N : all protocols
will have less runtime with a smaller N , at the cost of (a
lower level of) security. We remark that it is necessary to
choose an appropriate m and N to strike a balance between
computational overhead and plaintext domain & security
level in a real-world implementation.

7.2 Computational Analysis

7.2.1 Computational Overhead

Let us assume that one regular exponentiation operation
with an exponent of length jN j requires 1:5jNj multiplica-
tions [34] (e.g., the length of r is jNj, and compute gr

requires 1:5jN j multiplications). As exponentiation opera-
tion is significantly more costly than the addition and multi-
plication operations, we ignore the fixed numbers of
addition and multiplication operation in our analysis. For
the PCTD scheme, Enc needs 1:5jNj multiplications
to encrypt a message, Dec needs 1:5jN j multiplications to
decrypt a ciphertext PDec needs 4:5jNj multiplications
to process, TDec needs 4:5kjNj multiplications,9 and CR
needs 1:5jNjmultiplications to refresh a ciphertext.

For the basic sub-protocols, it costs 16:5jNj multiplica-
tions for CP, 9jNj multiplications for CSPi, and
ð9 kþ 10:5ÞjNj multiplications for CSPg to run RSM. To run
SLT, it costs 9jNj multiplications for CP, 4:5jNj multiplica-
tions for each CSPi, and ð4:5 kþ 6ÞjN j multiplications for
CSPg . For SMMS, it costs 16:5jN j multiplications for CP,
4:5jNj multiplications for each CSPi, and ð4:5 kþ 7:5ÞjN j
multiplications for CSPg to run. For the SBD, it costs
between 4:5mjNj multiplications (best case) and 6mjNj mul-
tiplications (worst case) for CP, takes 4:5mjNj multip-
lications for each CSPi, and takes ð4:5 kþ 6ÞmjN j
multiplications for CSPg to run. For the SEQ, it costs 51jN j

TABLE 3
The Performance of Sub-Protocols for Integer (1000-times for

Average, 80-bit Security Level, n ¼ 2)

Protocol CP compute. CSP compute. Commu.

RSM 82.688 ms 51.760 ms 1.249 KB
SBD (10-bits) 337.828 ms 306.543 ms 15.011 KB
SLT 37.560 ms 29.976 ms 0.749 KB
SEQ 266.699 ms 165.565 ms 3.994 KB
SMMS 80.827 ms 45.850 ms 2.744 KB
SDIV (10-bits) 6.211 s 4.720 s 127.590 KB
SGD (10-bits) 64.252 s 47.878 s 1.328 MB
SRF (10-bits) 156.013 s 116.107 s 1.581 MB

TABLE 4
The Performance of Secure Calculations of Rational Numbers
(1000-Time on Average Average, 80-bit Security Level, n ¼ 2)10

Protocol CP compute. CSP compute. Commu.

ADD(R) 280.757 ms 155.643 ms 3.743 KB
MIN(R) 283.764 ms 154.041 ms 3.746 KB
MUL(R) 190.336 ms 105.678 ms 2.498 KB
DIV(R) 195.329 ms 108.064 ms 2.496 KB
SMul(R) 29.937 ms N.A. N.A.

CMP(R) 216.630 ms 125.544 ms 3.246 KB
EQ(R) 495.146 ms 273.835 ms 6.494 KB

10‘ADD(R)’ stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Number Addition Operation’,
‘MIN(R)’ stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Number Minus Operation’, ‘MUL
(R)’ stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Number Multiplication Operation’. ‘DIV
(R)’ stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Number Division Operation’, ‘SMul(R)’
stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Scalar-Multiplication Operation’, ‘CMP(R)’
stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Number Comparison Operation’, ‘EQ(R)’
stands for ‘Encrypted Rational Number Equivalent Testing Operation’.

TABLE 5
Computational Analysis of Rational Numbers11

Protocol CP Cmp. CSPg Cmp. CSPi Cmp Commu.

ADD(R) 49:5jN j ð27kþ 31:5ÞjN j 27jN j 30jN j
MIN(R) 51jN j ð27kþ 31:5ÞjN j 27jN j 30jN j
MUL(R) 33jN j ð18kþ 21ÞjN j 18jN j 20jN j
DIV(R) 33jN j ð18kþ 21ÞjN j 18jN j 20jN j
SMul(R) 3jN j N.A. N.A. N.A.

CMP(R) 42jN j ð22:5kþ 27ÞjN j 22:5jNj 26jN j
EQ(R) 84jN j ð36kþ 54ÞjN j 36jN j 68jN j
11‘Cmp.’ stands for ‘Computational Cost’, and ‘Commu.’ stands for
‘Communication overhead between CSPs and CP’. The units of ‘Comp.’ and
‘Commu.’ are respectively multiplications and bits.

9. For real-world applications, k� jNj, and a1; . . . ;an can be
selected using relative small numbers. Thus, the running time of TDec
is significantly less than PDec in practice. In other words, the perfor-
mance presented in this paper is the worst-case scenario.
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multiplications for CP, 27jNj multiplications for each CSPi

and ð18 kþ 33ÞjN j multiplications for CSPg to run. For

SDIV, it costs Oðm2jN j þ m3Þ multiplications for CP, costs

Oðm2jNjÞ multiplications for each CSPi, and extra

Oðm2kjNjÞ multiplications for CSPg to run. For SGCD, it

costs Oðm3jNj þ m4Þ multiplications for CP and Oðm3jNjÞ
multiplications for each CSPi, and extraOðm3kjNjÞmultipli-

cations for CSPg . For SRF, it costs Oðm3jNj þ m4Þmultiplica-

tions for CP and Oðm3jN jÞ multiplications for each CSPi,

and extra Oðm3kjNjÞmultiplications for CSPg .

7.2.2 Communication Overhead

In the PCTD scheme, the ciphertext ½x� and CT ð1Þ needs
2jNj bits to transmit. For the basic sub-protocols, it takes
10jN j bits to run RSM, 6jNj bits to run SLT, 14jNj bits to

run SMMS, 48jNj bits to run SEQ, 6mjN j bits to run SBD,

Oðm2jN jÞ bits to run SDIV, and Oðm3jNjÞ bits to run
SGCD, between CP and CSPs. A summary of the run time
for the encrypted rational number calculations is pre-
sented in Table 5.

8 RELATED WORK

With the increasing adoption of cloud computing services
and the revelations of the former NSA contractor, Edward
Snowden, more users are choosing to encrypt their data
prior to outsourcing to the cloud service providers. It is
important to ensure that the outsourced encrypted data can-
not be manipulated to compromise the privacy of the data
owner. Homomorphic encryption technique is a logical
solution, and can be broadly categorized into partially

Fig. 2. Evaluation findings.
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homomorphic encryption (including additive homomor-
phic homomorphic encryption and multiplicative homo-
morphic encryption) and fully homomorphic encryption.
The former can only handle one kind of homomorphic oper-
ation with arbitrary times (e.g., additive homomorphic
encryption schemes, such as the Paillier cryptosystem [16]
and Bresson cryptosystem [20], allow other parties to per-
form some additive calculations over the ciphertext). Multi-
plicative homomorphic encryption cryptosystems (e.g.,
unpadded RSA cryptosystem [35] and ElGamal cryptosys-
tem [36]) allow some multiplication calculations over the
plaintext. Some cryptosystems attempt to provide for both
additive and multiplicative calculations, but have limited
number of fully homomorphic operations. For example,
BGN cryptosystem [37] can only support limited number of
additive homomorphic operations and only one multiplica-
tive homomorphic operation.

Gentry [38] constructs the first fully homomorphic encryp-
tion scheme based on lattice-based cryptography to support
an arbitrary number of addition and multiplication opera-
tions. Since the seminal work of Gentry, a number of fully
homomorphic cryptosystems have been proposed [39][40]
and more recently in 2015, a computation circuit for secure
computation is presented [41]. However, one of the biggest
drawbacks of fully homomorphic cryptosystems is the sys-
tem complexity. It is not yet practical to implement fully
homomorphic cryptosystem in the real-world [26]. Due to
the efficiency of partially homomorphic encryption, many
privacy-preserving protocols have been constructed, such as
the secure comparison protocols [42], secure scalar product
protocols [43], secure set intersection protocols [44], secure
vector comparison protocol [45], and secure TOP-K protocols
[25], [46]. These protocols had been applied in a number of
real-world scenarios. For example, Liu et al. [46] use a secure
TOP-Kprotocol to calculate the top-k disease name according
to the patient’s symptoms in a privacy-preserving manner.
Although homomorphic encryption can be used to design
secure protocols, tradition schemes can only process integer
numbers and cannot securely perform division operation.
This is the gap that this paper contributed to.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new efficient and privacy-pre-
serving outsourced calculation framework for rational num-
bers, which allows a user to outsource the rational numbers
to a cloud service provider for storing and processing. We
then built toolkits to perform privacy preserving calcula-
tions to handle most commonly used integer operations,
and to process outsourced rational numbers in a privacy-
preserving way. The utility of our framework (and the
underlying building blocks) was demonstrated using simu-
lations. Future research will include deploying the pro-
posed framework in a real-world setting, in collaboration
with a case study organization such as a hospital, to handle
more complex real-world computations.
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